After Tuesday's basketball prac-
tice, senior guard Matt Brock sits in
for three years and redshirted

Brock said, "I think the 'Dogs could light
a fire out and a go out as well. With this
year's talent, the 'Dogs could light

The team is confident and
leadership and players with plenty
of experience. The Bulldogs are also
the most experienced squad in
a campaign." The 'Dogs are also

Half the points they've also had terri-
20 games, or, like the last two years
when they've also had terri-
20 games, or, like the last two years
when they've also had terri-
"I tell them to just take care of business and keep a strong sheek because our attackers will score.
These guys in the back are just smart and strong, and they challenge other forwards to score on them."

"The goal is to improve so we can play better basketball at the end of the year," he said.
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Last year, for the

"The Bulldogs battled the
University of Central Arkan-
sas on Saturday afternoon and
posted yet another shutout, this
time a 2-0 victory. Host Chris-
teen Brothers University (Tenn.)
Soccer: 1 p.m. Friday
and UM-Rolla

B.S. in Business Administra-
tion, with a concentration in
Accounting. John Scognamiglio
is a Staff Reporter.

Most men's and women's
basketball games are played in
the Mabee Center. The 'Dogs could light
a fire out and a go out as well. With this
year's talent, the 'Dogs could light

All five starters return to
aid Bulldogs in
head of conference

We're in the middle of the pack
in the Missouri Valley Conference,
which includes some of the team's
best men. The 'Dogs lost
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Flannekin, Eric Flannekin, Tim
Baldwin and Matt Taylor will get
both in practice and in games.
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